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Image resolutions

Having sharp-looking images on your website all starts with the image   
you upload to the system. Using sharp images with big enough 
resolutions will look the best. Using images with too low resolutions 
will end up looking blurry. Below are some tips to get the best results 
out of your images and your workflow:

Use quality source images
Using nice looking images will immediately help the image of your 
website. Avoid using blurry, or dull images.

Keep your source images stored in the highest resolution 
posssible
As technology and your needs might change over time, we 
recommend to keep originals of your images stored at the largest 
resolution possible. 

Try to avoid custom-creation of your images just for this version of 
your website, unless absolutely necessary. You will want to keep 
yourself as flexible as possible for the future and to re-use any media 
for other purposes.

The CMS can handle large images can downsize and crop images for 
you to the right resolutions and at the correct ratio’s for the target 
components. Try to make use of that as much as possible.

Upload images that are at least 1440 px wide
We recommend using only sharp source images of at least 1440 pixels 
wide as that is currently the maximum width of your website and will 
ensure sharp rendering of the image on most displays and device 
sizes.



Image ratios

Image ratios describe the relation between the width and the height of 
an image or video. The following image ratios are most common within 
your website layout and component designs.

16:9 - “Wide”
The image ratio most used within your web components. The wider 
format allows for slighly larger images while taking up less vertical space.

16:5 - “Image Header” / “Image Slider”
The image ratio used for your header image and image slider 
components.

Custom
You will be able to use any image ratio witin any RTE content fields. Make 
sure to test on both desktop and mobile to check how your media relates 
to any content on the page.
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Image cropping

To keep your website’s layout consistent and predictable, the system will 
automatically crop your images to the shape proportions that the components you 
are using them in are designed for. This means that the system might cut off some 
of your original source image to make them fit in the website’s component. 

In general, there are three possible scenario’s:

1) Your original image already has the exact right ratio

- No cropping is applied, the full image will be visible

2) Your original image ratio is wider than what is needed

- The image will be centered, cropping will be applied to the sides

3) Your original image ratio is narrower than what is needed

- The image will be centered, cropping will be applied to the top and bottom
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Image headers & Image sliders

Image headers and image sliders use a custom wider image ratio. Its 
height is limited so that any content below the header or slider is not 
pushed too far down the page.

Recommended minimal resolution for source background images:

- At least 1440 pixels in width (full desktop layout width)
- At least 450 pixels in height (full desktop layout height)

Cropping behavior
Note that any other image ratio will be cropped and resized if needed to 
fit the 16 : 5 ratio, keeping the image centered within the cropping area.

Tips for image selection to avoid issues with cropping and blocking

Key people and/or objects in your background image should mainly be:

- vertically centered
- horizontally within the first OR second half of the image and NOT 
  in t exact horizontal center

DO…

pick images that have key objects outside of the cropping area, 
unless intended.

pick images that have key objects within the target image ratio’s 
cropping are and combine well with content on rendered on the 
left or right half

DON’T…


